August 2017

Festival of Sport 2017
HSAC will be at The Edge on August Bank Holiday
Monday 12-4pm offering everyone a go with a SCUBA
diving regulator, sticking your head in a barrel of water
(what kind of sea creatures might you see?!). You can
also climb aboard one of our dive boats to sit at the helm
and find out what kind of kit you need on a club dive
boat.

Perfect Day for a Dive
True summer’s day, calm sea, hot sunshine, great visibility,
and two lovely dive sites – a small wreck called the Hopper,
and the Bracklesham Balls. A quick dip once back in the
marina to disentangle a visiting yacht’s propellor gave us
the opportunity to check the lush growth of seasquirts,
sponges and seaweeds on the floating pontoons!

All too soon
Time to take Cobra out of the marina again, after
some excellent club dives over the past few
sunny months! She’s been in a great spot this
summer just at the bottom of the ramp.

Wraysbury in June
Traffic delays did at least allow for the torrential rain to pass
and the sun was almost shining on Rob and David’s training
dives in Wraysbury lake on 6th June.
Springs at sea, so back to Wraysbury on 13th June for a few
more training dives, and simply to get wet!

Hopper and Hounds
Another sunny 2017 summer Tuesday out on Club RIB
Cobra. First dive on July 4th was on the small wreck of the
Hopper, covered in plumose anemones and other colourful
animal life, with plucky little tompot blennies defending
their wreck holes, and surrounded by shoals of bib. Second
dive was a potter around the rocky outcrop blocks of The
Hounds, just west of Selsey Bill, in a recommended Marine
Conservation Zone that contains the Hounds and the Mixon
Hole

